
THE WAY OF St JAMES-SANTU JACU IN SARDINIA 
ALTERNATIVE ROUTE FROM BOLOTANA TO ORISTANO 

 
NOTES ABOUT THE ROUTE 
At the bottom of Bolotana there’s the train station for Nuoro and Macomer. It is very useful to those 
wishing to leave or end here. This is because in Nuoro you find buses to Olbia (port and airport), while 
in Macomer there are buses and trains to Cagliari, Porto Torres and Olbia. The way between Bolotana 
and Macomer is not yet marked with yellow arrows, you have to follow the GPS or the maps. 
BOLOTANA: Places of interest: The little Church of St. Bachisio, built in 1400 in Plateresque style, 
with interesting paintings. It is next to the cemetery. There are several mural paintings in the historic 
centre. Accomodation: B&B Badde Salighes, (Via Badde S’alighe 77/a) Tino tel. +39 3897961888. 
Rooms from 25€/B&B Canu Peppina, Via Colombo 40. Tel. +39 078543377/HR Su Bardosu- S.P. 17, 
down at the intersection of the national road. Tel. +39 078543289. Single room 26€, double 39€. 



 
BOLOTANA Km 0: Alternative route LEI-SILANUS- BORTIGALI- BIRORI- MACOMER: 
From Bolotana go down towards the train station, but turn first on the right onto the little road that 
leads to Lei. Through houses, railways and fields you arrive at the cemetery below Lei. Continue 
towards the football field to reach Silanus, which you cross to continue to Bortigali. 

 
Town Hall of Silanus – Piazza Municipio – tel +39 0785 84854 

26-Bortigali Entrance 2,1 31 - Cross the village towards Macomer 
27- Diversion to the left 1,6 32,6 - Turn left just before the junction for Mulargia 
28-Intersection with the main 
road 

1,2 33,8 - Turn right and then, immediately after, turn left towards Macomer 

29- Birori Entrance 0,6 34,4 - Cross the village towards Macomer 
30 - Birori 0,2 34,6 - Turn right 



31- Birori Exit 0,7 35,3 - Turn left before the petrol station, go through the subway and 
continue. 

32- Intersection with S.P. 129 1 36,3 - Turn left. 
33- Macomer Entrance 2,2 38,5 - End of the route. 

20 Km BORTIGALI: Town Council, via Umberto I – tel. +39 0785 80530. Accomodation: 
La Casa Rosa, Via Umberto I n.9 – Tel. +39 346 3897741 – Rooms from 25€/ Ballette, Via Gen. Sanna 5 
– Tel. +39 3397019419 – Rooms from 25€/ Bidda Mia, Via Re Galantuomo 31- Tel. +39 3384931403 – 
Rooms from 25€/Domo De Maria, Via Fois 42 – Tel. +39 3408595648/ Places of interest: The 
rupestrian Church of St. Antonio Abate, downtown. It’s possible to make a detour to BIRORI to visit: 
Dolmen Tanca Sas Bogadas, Sa Perda ‘e s’Altare. The Giant’s Tombs. 

 
8 Km MACOMER: Accomodation: B&B I Tre Nuraghi, at the friend Giovanni, Via Sella 14 – a hundred 
meters from St. Francesco – Tel +39 3930728102 – Rooms from 20€/ Hotel Su Talleri, Via Cavour 2 – 
Tel. +39 078571422- Family-run – Single Room 30€/Others B&B in the town : Motel Macomer, Corso 
Umberto, Tel. +39 0785748119- Single Room from 33/38€ Double from 46/51€/ Hotel Ristorante 
Marghine, Via Vittorio Emanuele 3 – Tel. +39 078570737, quite expensive. 

 
MACOMER- SAN LEONARDO SIETE FUENTES OR SANTU LUSSURGIU: 22 OR 28 KM. 
Places of interest: The Archaeological Complex of Tamuli, the Giant’s Tombs and the Monoliths/ The 
Nuraghe Ruggiu and the Nuraghe Santa Barbara. /The Domus de Janas of Filigosa, Santa Croce, San 
Pantaleo. From the ARST and Trenitalia Stations, passing the bus station, take Viale Umberto I to the 



end, then turn right and cross the intersection, pass under the railway bridge on the left and go up on 
the right along the uphill road to the archaeological complex of Tamuli. Go down and sharply turn 
right (km 6,5) to go towards the little park of the rural sanctuary of Sant’Antonio (km 3,5). 

 

 
At the intersection go left into the park of the sanctuary and then go right to come out on the S.P.6, 
which you follow at the right until the intersection on the left that goes through woods and fields and 
leads to a private property.  Pass a gate, open and close, and continue on a straight little road that 
leads to Thermal Baths of San Leonardo Siete Fuentes (8km), the Church of San Leonardo Siete 
Fuentes, built in the XII century in Pisan- Romanesque style by the Templars, then passed to the 
Knights of Malta. The Park and the fountains. Accomodation: 2 Bars and Albergo Ristorante Malica, via 
Macomer 5- Tel + 39 0783 550756, Double Room from 45€.  
N.B. If the prices charged are too high, it is advisable to continue on the road until the big bend to the 
right and take the old road, which becomes a path, to reach SANTU LUSSURGIU (km 6). AC at Paola 
Tatti – tel. +39 3487192376, if it is already open or the B&B Antica Dimora delle Rondini e Gruccione, 
Via Obinu 31 – Gabry Belloni tel. +39 0783 552035 - +39 3477815664 – Multiple sites hotel at pilgrim 
prices (she says)./ B&B Sas Benas, Via Cambosu – Tel. +39 0783 550379 – Double room from 40€ 



 
From SAN LEONARDO (or Santu Lussurgiu) to SANTA CATERINA DI PITTINURI –30 KM 
After San Leonardo Siete Fuentes continue on the asphalt road until the intersection, where you go 
right to reach Funtana Sette Brazzos (9 km). Continue on the road until the intersection with the 
cement road that leads to the antennas of Badde Urbara (6 km) (at the intersection go right at a slight 
slope). From the intersection to the Monte Urtigo there are 13 km and an altitude difference of 800 
meters. Go around the Monte Urtigo and the Monte Pertosu until you reach the intersection with the 
road that comes from Santu Lussurgiu.  



 
A plateau begins at the altitude of about 800 meters (farm camp Elighes Uttiosus= weeping willows – 
spring) altitude 810, route of 3,7 km between the Monte Urtigo and the Monte Pertosu. 
Circumvention of the Punta Bausinari (6,4 km/ difference in altitude 410 m). You always follow the 
main dirt road from Santu Lussurgiu. On the descent, which covers three-quarters of a circle, the 
Punta Bausinari (853 m) is always on your right. The route is quite long, while as the crow flies it 
would be little more than one kilometre. The road moderately slopes through the wood.  

 



You find two green gates to pass along the way. After the circumvention of the Punta Bausinari, there 
is the dirt road of the valley (5,4 km/ diff. in altitude 300 m.) that runs through the valley of the Rio 
Bia Iosso towards the highest areas of the Montiferru. For 9 km from here you are in the woods. (After 
1,6 km you find a dirt road on the left that leads to the ex-Casa della Comunità Montana). At the 
bottom of the valley there is the stream that forms a waterfall. After a few fords, the road leaves the 
ascent and the woods to reach the valley floor, you walk for 6 km on a narrow asphalt road to go down 
to Santa Caterina in via delle Cave. 

 



30 km Santa Caterina di Pittinuri: Accomodation: B&B Manderley, owned by Stefania, Corso Alagon 
52 tel. 3297903410 – 3400870406, rooms from 28€, open only in season/ Ginepro, via Scirocco 6, tel 
349 6987619. / H La Scogliera, Corso Alagon, tel. 0785 38231, single room from 26/30€, double 
40/60€ / The Hotel La Baia of the Coop. Sinis is quite expensive, but they also manage the Camping 
Nurapolis, which is a good stopover solution for the next day. 
From Santa Caterina, after the B&B Manderley, take the path uphill to the right that leads up to the ex-
disco dancing. Then you go down the narrow road and the path along the provincial road and arrive at 
the outskirts of S’Archittu, where, on the right, you can go down to the famous bay for a break and, on 
the left, enter the village along the seafront, where there are a supermarket and a few bars.  
1,5 Km S’Archittu: accomodation: B&B MARE LUGHENTE, via dei Tamerici 31, tel 078538060- 
3479085207, double room from 58€/ Exit the village after the promenade and, along the road with 
bends, you continue to Torre del Pozzo 4km, paying attention to the cars. Accomodation: B&B 
Andrea e Valentina, Corso Josto, tel. 3337043150-3498239483 , double room from 54€/ B&B Torre 
del Pozzo, via Sas Renas 2 (on the provincial road) tel. 078 38498-3280540348- 3391049405 double 
room from 56/70€. At the last houses, after a B&B, a path on the right leads to the sea and, walking on 
the beach, you arrive at the Camping Nurapolis, on the beach of Is Arenas, bungalows with kitchen 
40€ (sharing among 4 people it is 10€ each) open in season. Tel. 078352283/ Camping Bella Sardinia, 
double room from 36€. 

 
Still walking on the beach, you pass the Golf Club and continue for about 7 km to reach the canal. Here 
you have to follow it to the left to get to the small bridge of the fishery, where you turn right and go 
along the canal again passing through the fields to get to the cliff, from where you take the path along 
the sea to the left towards the Tower and Sa Rocca Tunda. Then take the dirt road at the edge of the 
cliff, at the tower Scab’e Sali. 
- From the Tower to Su Pallosu (4,3 km): Follow the dirt road for 1 km along the cliff, descend 
towards the beach of Sa Rocca Tunda, which you follow completely. At the end there is a wetland, the 
Pauli (wetland) Marigosa, you go along the perimeter on the north side parallel to the coast line, pass 
the dock with a mobile pier and reach the beach of Su Pallosu, a colony of cats. 



 

                                
-From Su Pallosu to Putzu Idu 7,4 km: After going around the promontory in front of the islet of Sa 
Tonnara, go along the beach of Sa Mesalonga. At the end of the beach, go up towards the tower. 
Always following the cliff of Capo Mannu, you head towards the lighthouse and the Tower Sa Mora.  
Continue along the coast, whose height decreases progressively and which is always jagged in small 
coves and islet, until you arrive at Porto Mandriola and the long beach of Putzu Idu. 
Mandriola – Accomodation: AC at Don Ignazio Serra, via Eleonora 25 in San Vero Milis, tel. 
33179122610, first call Michele tel. 078353462.  
Putzu Idu: AC Sisters Evaristiane, full board 20€, call Marco Piludu tel. 3402468068, Evaristiani 0783 
33071/ Colonia Marina per Minori, via Madeddu 35, San Vero Milis tel. 078352007 



 
-From Mandriola to San Giovanni Sinis 22 km: 
-From Putzu Idu to Is Aruttas 10,5km: (camping with bungalows, Spinnaker Service s.r.l., tel. 0783 
1925461 – 338 5477137 – 342 0238824, info@campingsaruttas.it). 
After leaving Putzu Idu, you arrive at S’Arena Scoada and the Punta de S’Incodina, at the start of the 
cliff that will accompany you to Capo Sa Sturaggia. The beaches begin: Mari Ermi, Is Aruttas, Maimoni. 
After 800 m from the Capo, you reach Porto Suedda, where there is a small pier. It is the start of the 
beach of Mare Ermi, 1,5 km long (you can continue on the dirt road that passes upstream of the pond). 
There are two kiosks in the summer season. Continuing you arrive at the Punta Su Bardoni, at the 
start of the beach of Is Aruttas (caves, shelters under the rock). 
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- From Is Aruttas to Torre di Seu or Mosca Km 7,5. Continue along the beach of Is Aruttas. To get to 
the beach of Maimoni, you can follow the dirt road that runs a hundred meters from the coast. To see: 
the “Su Pranu” area with dozen of nuraghes. You walk along some smaller beaches, reaching the large 
beach of Maimoni. There are two kiosks in the summer season. The beach ends at Punta Maimoni 
(Maimone= demon that symbolizes misery, vices, fear). Oasis of Seu. You pass the rocks of Caogheddas 
and arrive at the coastal tower Seu or Mosca. 
Accomodation: Hostel Oasi Marina, Funtana Meiga, SP n.7, managed by the Oasi Marina +39 0783 
301097, info.ampsinis@comune.cabras.or.it, www.areamarinasinis.it / Casa della Tartaruga , fully 
supplied apartments, casadellatartaruga@gmail.com, tel +39 3470549459. 
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- From Torre Seu to San Giovanni di Sinis km 4,1:  Stretch of coast of Funtana Meiga. You arrive at 
the first houses of San Giovanni di Sinis; after about 0,5 km there are the Roman Tombs. Then the 
Church of San Giovanni of the VI century. Continue towards Capo San Marco to the entrance of the 
archaeological area of Tharros (tel 0783370019), tour of the promontory of Capo San Marco with the 
Tower di San Giovanni, the lighthouse, the old tower. (6 km – San Giovanni di Sinis – Tour of 
Tharros) – B&B: Le Colonne di Tharros, via Case Sparse tel 349 8402405 – 340 1734742 double 
room from 50-80€/ Fenicottero Rosa, Via Manzoni 4, tel. 3406575712 near the Oasis of Seu, room 
from 25-28€/ Tharros , Via Case Sparse tel. 338 7572392, double room 60€/ AG Sannoranna, SP6 
Cabras in San Giovanni di Sinis km 9, tel. 347 1736532 – 345 5068448 , 32-40€ in high season. 

 
- 14 km from San Giovanni Sinis to Cabras passing through San Salvatore, the ancient little 
church to the edges of the pond Mar’e Pontis. CABRAS, visit the Museum of the Giants of Mont’e 
Prama. Accomodation: B&B Chiara, via Leopardi 42, tel 0783 3290251/ B&B Terre del Sinis of Rita 
Circu, Via Galileo Galilei 49, tel. 346 3243700, rooms from 25€/West Coast, Via Liguria 22, double 
room from 50-60€, tel 393 8269549 – 329 3238401 / Su Fassoi, Via Cavour 25 tel. 340 0947264 – 
328 4765069 rooms from 25€.  

 



Shortcut to Torre Grande:  AC basic place for 5 people in the cellar of the house of Elena tel 
3475047542 or at her sister’s. 

 
- Oristano: 14 km passing through Solanas, Donigala Fenughedu, Nuraxinieddu and the Church of 
Santu Jacu. Walk among reeds and country houses. Then road and entrance to the city.  
Accomodation: B&B Sa Domu ‘e Crakeras, Via Giovanni Maria Angioy 49, tel. 0783372785- 
3407900003- 3348053765 rooms from 25€/ Hostel Rodia, Viale Repubblica snc, tel. 0783251881 – 
3397769234, info@hostelrodia.it/ B&B Eleonora, Piazza Eleonora 12, tel 078370435- 3474817976 / 
Piccolo Hotel, Via Martignano 19, tel. 078371500, single room 35€, double 58€/ Youth Hostel still 
closed. 
Have a good camino, flavio vandoni.               amicisantujacu@gmail.com 
Translation: PAOLA ORSINI 
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